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Find Buddies and peers
In 2009 we founded the first music magazine ever with the topic of music and disabilities.

In 2015 we founded a non-profit organization called Inklusion Muss Laut Sein.

The heart of the organization is the BUDDIE Network.
Our non-profit organization works under the slogan "friends escort friends".

We are also active in schools, advise and help with problems.

Our BUDDIES are represent at many festivals within Germany and Austria to provide accessibility.
The innovative aspect of Inklusion Muss Laut Sein

New to our project is, that our BUDDIES can freely allocate their time and help.

All BUDDIES are networked with us. They can be mobilized quickly and easily.

BUDDIES and users have equal rights and fun.
The impact Inklusion Muss Laut Sein created

We pointed early to the accessibility of festivals and events. Every year we are doing more and more accompaniments.

The BUDDIE network is well used. We even organized the arrivals to festivals of BUDDIES and users from Brazil, Switzerland and Austria.
Sometimes it’s a lifetime dream to visit a festival. With our BUDDIES this dream will come true.

Our focus is always on people and their needs to visit festivals and events.
The Financing issues of Inklusion Muss Laut Sein

The finances are a sensitive topic.

The main focus in recent years has been on building the network.

The first years consisted of donations, own funds, a lot of passion and a lot of volunteer work.
The sustainability and challenges of Inklusion Muss Laut Sein

Our concept of volunteering work will be expanded in the next few years and transferred to new areas.

We want to constantly evolve and transfer the concept to other countries, so everyone getting the same chances.
The next steps of Inklusion Muss Laut Sein

Find sponsors & supporters

Build a bigger network

Start more networks in other countries

Teaching others the concept so they can do it